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A Planar Eletronially ReongurableWi-Fi Band An-
tenna based on a Parasiti Mirostrip Struture
Massimo Donelli, Renzo Azaro, Lua Fimognari, and Andrea Massa
Abstrat
This letter presents the result of the synthesis of an horizontally polarized reon-
gurable mirostrip antenna. The obtained arhiteture is based on a parasiti
struture omposed by a set of mirostrip elements that an be eletronially re-
ongured by means of RF swithes. As a result, the maximum values and zeros
of the antenna radiation pattern an be steer towards an interfering signal or/and
desired signals allowing an optimal management of wireless resoures. Representa-
tive numerial and experimental results are reported and ompared for assessing the
eetiveness and reliability of the proposed prototype.
Key words: Reongurable Antennas, Parasiti Antennas, Wireless Networks, Wi-Fi.
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1 Introdution
The impressive grow of wireless appliations in both teleommuniation and other in-
dustrial areas has fored the designers to study suitable methodologies for the optimized
exploitation of the transmissive medium in order to mitigate saturation eets and in-
terferene phenomena that inevitably our in the inreasingly rowded eletromagneti
environment.
Eient solutions resort to the smart management of the physial layer by exploiting the
spae seletivity funtions oered by the so-alled smart antenna systems [1℄[2℄[3℄. These
approahes implement a quasi-real-time reonguration of the antenna radiation proper-
ties when operating in a time varying eletromagneti senario, thus allowing an inreased
wireless network throughput and improved signal-to-interferene-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
values. Moreover, thanks to the radiation pattern re-ongurability, they guarantee ad-
ditional funtionalities to wireless networks [e.g., the detetion of the diretion-of-arrival
(DoA) of inoming signals [4℄ and the loalization of a node in a wireless network [5℄).
Obviously, the use of smart antennas with fully-adaptive properties (i.e., phased array
[6℄) is the optimal solution in dealing with the aess to the propagation medium [7℄[8℄.
However, their omplexity, dimensions, and osts usually prevent an extensive use in om-
merial appliations and, onerning with low ost appliations, swithed beam antennas
are generally adopted. In suh a ase, the ontinuous variation of the radiation properties,
allowed by a fully-adaptive smart antenna system, is approximated with a disrete set of
possible and eletronially-seleted ongurations of the radiation pattern [2℄.
A good ompromise between fully-adaptive and swithed-beam solutions is represented by
reongurable parasiti systems where an ative radiating element interats with an ele-
tronially reongurable parasiti array [9℄[10℄. In suh a framework, this letter presents
the design of an horizontally-polarized Wi-Fi band reongurable antenna based on a pla-
nar mirostrip struture. Suh a radiator is intended for a reongurable wireless network
where DoA estimation, interferene suppression, and positioning funtions are requested
for the optimal resoures management.
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2 Reongurable Antenna Design
The antenna arhiteture is omposed by an ative and a passive reongurable part,
respetively. With referene to Fig. 1, the former is a Z-shaped radiator [11℄ while
the passive parasiti struture is omposed by 18 idential and equally-spaed metalli
radial setors. The parasiti elements an be eletrially onneted in order to obtain
a reongurable planar shielding struture. In the rst stage of the synthesis proess,
the geometry of the ative part has been designed following the guidelines reported in
[11℄ and for operating at f = 2.45GHz. Suessively, the geometrial parameters of the
parasiti struture (i.e., the inner diameter D1 and the outer diameter D2 of the parasiti
struture, the angular width θ, and the angular spaing θ
s
of the radial setors) have been
optimized for generating a radiation pattern similar to that of the ative element without
the parasiti struture and in order to allow the isotropi behavior of the orresponding
network node.
As far as the re-ongurability of the system is onerned, it has been obtained by setting
proper eletrial onnetions among eah radial setor and its neighbours in order to
obtain a variable onguration omposed by the ative element and a shield of variable
extent. The eletrial onnetion between two adjaent setors is physially implemented
by means of a ouple of PIN diodes working as eletronially-driven swithes. The radial
positions of the swithes, the minimum number of radial setors neessary for obtaining
a minimum value of the front-to-bak ratio (FBR) of 5 dB, and a maximum Voltage
StandingWave Ratio (V SWR) equal to 2 have been found in a third phase of the synthesis
proedure and by means of an optimization proedure. More in detail and similarly to
the seond stage, the optimization has been arried out by means of a partile-swarm
optimizer (PSO) [12℄ and by minimizing a suitable ost funtion proportional to the
dierene between the eletrial performanes of trial strutures and the requirements.
After the synthesis, the dimensions of the resulting antenna were: D1 = 2.8 cm, D2 =
7.2 cm, θ = 17o, θ
s
= 3
o
, S1 = 1.4 cm (S1 being the distane of the rst ring of swithes
from the enter), and S2 = 2.1 cm (S2 being the distane of the seond ring of swithes
from the enter). Moreover, the minimum number of onneted parasiti setors for
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obtaining a FBR value greater than 5 dB turned out to be equal to 3. Aording to these
results, a prototype of the reongurable antenna shown in Fig. 2 has been fabriated
and experimentally-tested.
3 Numerial Results and Experimental Assessment
The antenna geometry resulting from the synthesis proess has been numerially and
experimentally tested. Conerning the experimental assessment, the antenna prototype
has been plaed in an anehoi hamber where both the radiation pattern and V SWR
values have been measured.
In Fig. 3, the H-plane normalized beam pattern of the ative element radiating in free
spae is ompared with measured and simulated radiation patterns of the same element,
but surrounded by the reongurable parasiti struture with all the elements in the o
state. As it an be observed and expeted, the radiation properties of the ative element
are not modied, thus allowing the isotropi behavior of the system.
In the following, the ongurations (ativated elements in red and deativated elements in
gray olor) and orresponding performanes in terms of radiation patterns onerned with
3 (Fig. 4), 6 (Fig 5), and 9 (Fig. 6) ativated passive elements are reported. Whatever
the onguration, there is a good agreement between numerial and experimental data
and the resulting front-to-bak values turn out to be ompliant with the requirements
(FRB > 5 dB).
Moreover, as far as the DoA detetion and positioning funtionalities are onerned, it
should be notied that both 6- and 9-ativated elements ongurations present deep nulls
haraterized by attenuation values of about 19.78 dB (Fig. 5) and 22.36 dB (Fig. 6),
respetively.
Finally, the V SWR measurements have been performed by varying the number of ati-
vated setors and the range of variations of V SWR values turned out to be between 1.1
and 1.22.
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4 Conlusions
In this letter, the design of an eletronially reongurable antenna based on a mirostrip
parasiti struture and haraterized by an easy fabriation proess, low osts, and lim-
ited hardware omplexity, has been presented. The radiation properties of the proposed
antenna have been adjusted by ontrolling the states of suitably-loated radio frequeny
swithes in order to modify the parasiti struture surrounding the entral ative element.
The reported numerial and experimental results have demonstrated the reonguration
apabilities of the synthesized antenna system aimed at mitigating the interferene phe-
nomena or implementing DoA detetion funtionalities or positioning funtions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
• Figure 1. Geometry of the planar mirostrip parasiti antenna.
• Figure 2. Photograph of the prototype of the parasiti antenna.
• Figure 3. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns in orrespon-
dene with the fully deativated onguration.
• Figure 4. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns in orrespon-
dene with the 3-setors shielding struture.
• Figure 5. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns in orrespon-
dene with the 6-setors shielding struture.
• Figure 6. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns in orrespon-
dene with the 9-setors shielding struture.
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Fig. 3 - M. Donelli et al., A planar eletronially reongurable ...
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Fig. 4 - M. Donelli et al., A planar eletronially reongurable ...
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Fig. 5 - M. Donelli et al., A planar eletronially reongurable ...
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Fig. 6 - M. Donelli et al., A planar eletronially reongurable ...
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